Sunshine’s
Sports Corner
By Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine”
Loucks ~ Daily Bull

-Tech Sports. Tech’s Track
and Field teams are off to a
good start, with runners and
throwers placing in a variety
of events over the first two
meets. Brian Stetter is doing
his best Speedy Gonzalez
impression as he remains
undefeated in the 5000m,
while his sprinter teammates
aren’t far behind, with some
impressive 400m, 800m
and 400m relay wins. Also
in Tech sports, women’s
soccer is finally here! The
schedule is up and the team
will have 17 games, some
of them against very stiff
competition for the fledgling group. If being able to
survive Tech winters shows
how tough they are, expect
some good wins from the
group.
-MLB. The season is upon
us! Tigers (as of this writing)
are 1-1, splitting their first
two with the Royals. Former
...see 3:16 on back

Horrorscopes

Nathan Wonders: Golf

By Lunartic ~ Daily Bull

Do you get tired of all the same old boring horoscopes that are nothing more
than vague compliments and meaningless
riddles? Well, it’s time for Horrorscopes:
the astrological predictions that give
you a reason not to get out of bed in
the morning.
Ares: Your element is fire and your
symbol is the Ram. This means that your
computer’s RAM is going to catch fire.
This will probably also cook your motherboard and your hard drive – I hope
you have your files backed up!
Taurus: Your inner being is from Venus.
This means you’re the brightest star of
them all, and a burning ball of passion.
Pity your atmosphere is caustic and full
of Sulfur Dioxide, Argon, and Carbon
monoxide, among other toxic gasses.

looking for courage? You should ask
him for advice on where to get it. And
the Scarecrow and the Tin Man while
you’re at it.
Virgo: The alignment of the stars says you
should try not to cross the street today.
Even if it looks clear.
Libra: Depending on your ability to
dodge bullets and air turbulence as it
affects small projectiles, you may or may
not be wounded - or worse - by your
lover in the coming days. Invest in Kevlar.
Scorpio: No matter how good of a
wrestler you are, you will not take over
Egypt this time.

Sagittarius: Stop reading stupid horoscopes and get back to work NOW.
Seriously, you know you don’t have time
Gemini: Your life pursuit is to try ev- to enjoy yourself if you want to pass all
erything once; this week, you should 35 credits you’re enrolled in.
probably not do that. Yes, I know what
you have in mind. Just drop it, trust me. Capricorn: I would tell you that the stars
are aligned to give you bad luck this
Cancer: Your symbol is the crab. I’d be week, and that you should probably
crabby too if I were you.
not gamble, but you’re just going to
take that as a bet, aren’t you? Ten bucks
Leo: Your sign is the Lion – remember says you will.
the lion in the Wizard of Oz who was
...see Drug wolf on back

The Energizer Kyrgyz President that
keeps going and going and going...

Brought to you by Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller

Between you and me, I’m a manly man. Whatever that means is up to you,
but being the manly man that I am, I have some things to say against non-manly
activities. Such as golf.
You know who originally played golf? Uppity English types, people known
around the globe for their unmanly behavior, including, but not limited to, sipping from tea cups, wearing rugs on their head, and thinking tight pants were
fashionable attire for going on fox hunts or horse racing. Everyone knows only
well established and popular musicians are
allowed to wear such clothing.
At any rate, the vast majority of manly activities
have one thing in common: smashing. Hockey,
soccer, football, and Red Bull Crashed Ice all
feature bone crushing blows. This is part of the
reason why they’re so popular. Have you ever
seen a hockey highlight reel featuring players
dawdling around in circles on the ice? Of course not. They always show the
most epic hits and body slams. That’s because they’re awesome.
Golf on the other hand… sometimes they throw their hats on the ground. If
they’re really mad, maybe they’ll snap their club over their knee. Woah man,
settle down. Don’t want to give anybody a heart attack! What golf needs is
some good ol’ fashioned manly influence. Supercharged golf carts. Alligatorfilled sand traps. Heck, now that Tiger Woods isn’t a saint, he might as well start
up a full-contact golf league. Now that’s a sport I’d join up with.

PIZZA
better than sex...
even good sex!
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won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

“Skiing combines outdoor fun
with knocking down trees with
your face.”
-Dave Barry
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Tigers Granderson and Polanco have
started out great for their new clubs
too. Conspiracy theorists, always
having fun in Washington, DC, are having a blast with this one: the Nationals
apparently encouraged Phillies fans
to come for the opener, which was a
Phillies rout in front of an overwhelmingly visitor crowd. Not so good for
possibly the worst team in baseball
to start. And somebody on the Red
Sox is angry that reporters are badgering him. What do you expect “Big
Papi” when you play for a team with
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a rabid fanbase, your bitter rival has
a lot of media connections, and you
start 0-7 at the plate after a terrible
season last year?
-NBA. Pistons win two. Nobody
in Detroit cares. Don Nelson of
the Golden State Warriors wins his
1,333rd victory. That’s a lot of wins,
some of them with some very bad
teams. He’s now #1 on the all-time
wins list for coaches. The Jazz and
Thunder played one hell of a game
this week, with lots of intrigue and
high scores, Jazz taking it 140-139.
Also, Chris Bosh broke his face.

-NHL. Wings have a rough week but
win 4-3 against the Blue Jackets, scoring three goals in 1:16 during the third
period. Calgary choked and missed
the playoffs. The Eastern Conference, with basically two games left
for the teams, doesn’t know who
is in and who is out from 6-8, with
the NY Rangers trying to sneak into
the playoffs. Keith Tkachuk, defenseman for the Blues, is retiring after a
long and storied career. And Chris
Chelios got demoted back down to
the AHL by the Thrashers. Say the
Thrashers, “We appreciate the effort
and leadership Chris brought, but
having to change his diapers after
every shift was getting old. Old, like
he is. Get it?”
-NCAA Basketball. Duke wins the
national championship, beating the
hometown favorites, Butler, 6159. I won my bracket pool (suck it
MSU haters!). Also, almost the entire Kentucky team declared for the
NBA draft. Not sure how that’ll go
for them, but good luck. Maybe the
Pistons are aiming for some of you
guys! In women’s B-Ball, UConn beat
a feisty Stanford squad for the second time, this time for the championship. UConn destroyed folks like
Taco Bell destroys your intestines,
finishing 39-0.
-Other notes: Charles Rogers, that
P.O.S. former Lions wide receiver,
has been ordered to pay back $6.1
million of his signing bonus. OUCH.
Chad Ocho-Cinco, the Cincinnati
Bengals wide receiver, is still “Dancing With the Stars.” And finally, I
apologize for running two of these
this week, but I’ve been busy enjoying the Lode and listening to Hilary
Duff instead of sticking to my Daily
Bull article deadlines.
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Aquarius: Depending on your ability
to aim and factor in wind direction,
you may or may not finally get “break
up with” your stupid loser of a significant other who hasn’t been getting
the hint. Invest in precision weapons
with lots of firepower.

Pisces: You truly have deep aspirations of success, dreams of true love,
and hopes of happiness and a bright
future. Really, who are you kidding?
Everyone: Do not take any of the
above seriously.

Historians Correct Age Old Fallacy
By Jon “Big-O” Mahan ~ Daily Bull

Long has it been the story that the
Greeks charged the gates of Troy
with a wooden horse meant as a
gift for the Trojans, sort of. Turns out
that the old fable we’ve grown up
with has long been a lie. After careful exploration and digging, modern archaeologists have uncovered
what appears to be a giant wooden bull, rather than a horse. It seems
that the giant bull was used as a gift
to the Trojans, perhaps to symbolize a god of fertility, in hopes that
they would take the bait. Fortunately enough, they succeeded and the
Trojans accepted the massive bull,
without any qualm or hesitation.
They brought the massive beastly
object into their courtyard and to
their demise.

with, it seems that the older movies
depicting Troy as receiving a massive horse are incorrect. To add to
this, many slogans and sayings must
now be altered to match. Instead
of the ‘Trojan Horse’ it must now
be the ‘Trojan Bull’. Traveler, the
USC Trojan’s horse, on whom Tommy Trojan rides after every touchdown USC makes, is going to be
replaced with a new animal, a bull
by the name of Buffalo. One can
only imagine the shock that one
will feel as a great, large horned
bull charges down the field and
around the track to celebrate a
touchdown by the Trojans. The
Daily Bull would now like to claim
that we are just so awesome, we
foresaw this coming. That’s why
we’re the Daily Bull, and not, the
What effect does this new infor- Daily Horse.
mation have on us? Well to begin

